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ABSTRACT
We propose a design method to develop domain-specific heterogeneous manycores by extending simple cores with custom instructions based on application requirements. We develop tools
to automate the design method and facilitate development of the
manycores. The tools generate competitive hardware/software codesign in terms of performance and hardware resource usage.
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INTRODUCTION

The requirements on the performance of computers continuously
increase with the emerging applications of each era. Machine learning, baseband signal processing, radar signal processing, high definition audio/video processing, financial applications as well as
many other scientific applications are the performance demanding
applications of the current era.
The common trend in the current multi and manycore architectures is homogeneity on the same chip where the processing
units (cores) are identical. However, the target applications have a
heterogeneous structure in which the tasks are different and require
different hardware resources for efficient execution. Therefore they
require heterogeneous architectures. Heterogeneity can be introduced in many different forms. A simple form is simple cores with
different extensions to execute different tasks efficiently.
We propose a design method to develop manycore architectures
which can execute a domain of applications efficiently by utilizing
cores specialized on computationally intensive tasks in the applications. Specialization increases the efficiency however, decreases the
flexibility. Therefore we propose usage of a number of specialized
cores on the same chip to support efficient execution of a number
of applications in the same domain. Additionally, the cores can still
be used for general purposes, however they will not be as efficient.
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Instead of exploring the design space to find a suitable architecture
for the target applications we propose to build the architectures
based on the requirements of the applications. With this method,
we aim to develop task specific extensions and integrate them into
simple cores. The cores can run the control logic and delegate the
computations to the accelerators.
A common feature of the target applications is having a chain
of tasks processing a continuous stream of data. This computation model can be implemented easily with dataflow programming
model. Therefore we use this model for implementing the target applications. As the language, we use CAL actor language [4] which is
a modern dataflow language and used in standardization of MPEG.
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METHODOLOGY

The design method aims to build an efficient architecture for a
specific domain of applications by integrating task-specific custom
hardware into simple cores. The steps of the proposed method are
as below:
•
•
•
•

Application development
Analysis and code generation
Accelerator integration
System integration

The architecture configurations are based on the requirements
of the applications. Therefore, the design method starts from the
application description. The application should be developed in a
language with support for parallelism. Having the application divided into separate tasks/functions/actions makes it easy to identify
the compute intensive blocks.
The purpose of the task-specific custom hardware is to execute
the compute intensive parts (hot-spots) of the applications. In order
to find these hot-spots, the application needs to be analyzed. Analysis methods are usually divided into static and dynamic analysis
methods [6–8]. Static analysis can provide the number of operations and operands in an application. This information can be used
to estimate execution times for applications which have constant
or static behavior. However, dynamic analysis is required to obtain
execution measures for applications with dynamic behavior, and
to define the most frequently executed, computationally-intensive
code blocks. Useful analysis information for hot-spot identification includes execution rate, number of operations and operands,
complexity of the operations, and execution time.
After identifying the hot-spot of the application, hardware code
should be generated for the accelerator that will execute the hotspots. The rest of the application can be converted to a software
language that is supported by the native compiler of the target core.
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The target core executes the application and delegates the hotspot execution to the generated accelerator. Thus the accelerator
must be integrated to the target core. It can be connected to the data
bus and be memory mapped, or it can be connected through custom
interfaces, or even act as an instruction extension. The integration
method can vary based on aspects such as the features of the base
core, architectural requirements, and application requirements.
The prior steps of the design flow produce tiles consisting of processing core and accelerator for individual tasks in the applications.
To execute the entire application, or a set of applications, the tiles
need to be connected to each other to form a manycore architecture.
In particular, for dataflow applications that have significant amount
of core-to-core (or tile-to-tile) communication, the tiles must be
connected with a proper infrastructure that supports tile-to-tile
communication. The analysis step can provide configuration information to be used in this step such as communication buffer sizes,
number of cores and memory requirements.
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PRELIMINARY RESULTS

We have generated tiles using the proposed method. Our design
choices are as follows: CAL actor language [4] for application development, TURNUS framework [3] for analyzing the application,
Cal2Many framework [5] for generating hardware/software codesign, RISC-V [9] cores (rocket core) as the base core, Chisel [2]
as the hardware description language, C as the native language for
RISC-V core, rocket chip generator [1] for integrating the accelerator to the core and generating a single tile.
Cal2Many framework had support for generating different software designs targeting different platforms. We added the support
for generating hardware design to achieve co-design of hardware
and software. This extension takes CAL application and generates
hardware code (in Chisel) for the hot-spot software code (in C) for
the rest of the application.
We have targeted two applications namely QR decomposition,
that is usually used for avoiding matrix inversions typically in baseband processing, and Autofocus criterion calculation which is used
in radar signal processing. The applications are implemented in
CAL, analyzed via TURNUS and hot-spots are identified. Hardware
code in Chisel is generated to execute the hot-spots and the rest
of the applications are converted to C with custom instructions
that can be compiled with the native compiler for rocket core. As
a reference point for comparison, we have implemented the accelerators manually as well. The applications are executed 3-4 times
faster with the accelerators while the performance degradation
is between 0 and 4 % when the accelerator is generated instead
of being manually implemented. Generated accelerators use approximately 0 to 10% more resources while achieving almost the
same clock frequency when compared to manually implemented
accelerators.
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CONCLUSIONS

We proposed a method to design domain-specific manycore architectures and realized all the steps of the methodology except the
last one which is integration of tiles to form a manycore. Our results
show that with task specific extensions the cores can achieve 3-4x
higher performance. The automatic generation of these extensions
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facilitates development of the tiles and manycores while achieving
competitive performance and resource usage results.
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